Unsupervisedly learned word vectors have proven to provide exceptionally effective features in many NLP tasks. Most common intrinsic evaluations of vector quality measure correlation with similarity judgments. However, these often correlate poorly with how well the learned representations perform as features in downstream evaluation tasks. We present QVEC-a computationally inexpensive intrinsic evaluation measure of the quality of word embeddings based on alignment to a matrix of features extracted from manually crafted lexical resources-that obtains strong correlation with performance of the vectors in a battery of downstream semantic evaluation tasks. 1
Introduction
A major attraction of vector space word representations is that they can be derived from large unannotated corpora, and they are useful as a source of features for downstream NLP tasks that are learned from small amounts of supervision. Unsupervised word vectors have been shown to benefit parsing (Lazaridou et al., 2013; Bansal et al., 2014) , chunking (Turian et al., 2010) , named entity recognition (Guo et al., 2014) and sentiment analysis (Socher et al., 2013) , among others.
Despite their ubiquity, there is no standard scheme for intrinsically evaluating the quality of word vectors: a vector quality is traditionally judged by its utility in downstream NLP tasks. This lack of standardized evaluation is due, in part, to word vectors' major criticism: word vectors are linguistically opaque in a sense that it is still not clear how to interpret individual vector dimensions, and, consequently, it is not clear how to score a non-interpretable representation. Nevertheless, to facilitate development of better word vector models and for better error analysis of word vectors, it is desirable (1) to compare word vector models easily, without recourse to multiple extrinsic applications whose implementation and runtime can be costly; and (2) to understand how features in word vectors contribute to downstream tasks.
We propose a simple intrinsic evaluation measure for word vectors. Our measure is based on component-wise correlations with manually constructed "linguistic" word vectors whose components have well-defined linguistic properties ( §2). Since vectors are typically used to provide features to downstream learning problems, our measure favors recall (rather than precision), which captures our intuition that meaningless dimensions in induced vector representations are less harmful than important dimensions that are missing. We thus align dimensions in a distributional word vector model with the linguistic dimension vectors to maximize the cumulative correlation of the aligned dimensions ( §3). The resulting sum of correlations of the aligned dimensions is our evaluation score. Since the dimensions in the linguistic vectors are linguistically-informed, the alignment provides an "annotation" of components of the word vector space being evaluated.
To show that our proposed score is meaningful, we compare our intrinsic evaluation model to the standard (semantic) extrinsic evaluation benchmarks ( §4). For nine off-the-shelf word vector representation models, our model obtains high correlation (0.34 ≤ r ≤ 0.89) with the extrinsic tasks ( §5).
Linguistic Dimension Word Vectors
The crux of our evaluation method lies in quantifying the similarity between a distributional word vector model and a (gold-standard) linguistic re-source capturing human knowledge. To evaluate the semantic content of word vectors, we exploit an existing semantic resource-SemCor (Miller et al., 1993) . From the SemCor annotations we construct a set of linguistic word vectors, details are given in the rest of this section; table 1 shows an example of the vectors.
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998 , WN) partitions nouns and verbs into coarse semantic categories known as supersenses (Ciaramita and Altun, 2006; Nastase, 2008 
Word Vector Evaluation Model
We align dimensions of distributional word vectors to dimensions (linguistic properties) in the linguistic vectors described in §2 to maximize the cumulative correlation of the aligned dimensions. By projecting linguistic annotations via the alignments, we also obtain plausible annotations of dimensions in the distributional word vectors. In this section, we formally describe the model, which we call the QVEC.
Let the number of common words in the vocabulary of the distributional and linguistic word vectors be N . We define, the distributional vector matrix X ∈ R D×N with every row as a dimension vector x ∈ R 1×N . D denotes word vector dimensionality. Similarly, S ∈ R P ×N is the linguistic property matrix with every row as a linguistic property vector s ∈ R 1×N . P denotes linguistic properties obtained from a manually-annotated linguistic resource. We obtain an alignment between the word vector dimensions and the linguistic dimensions which maximizes the correlation between the aligned dimensions of the two matrices. This is 1:n alignment: one distributional dimension is aligned to at most one linguistic property, whereas one linguistic property can be aligned to n distributional dimensions; see figure 1. Let A ∈ {0, 1} D×P be a matrix of alignments such that a ij = 1 iff x i is aligned to s j , otherwise a ij = 0. If r(x i , s j ) is the Pearson's correlation between vectors x i and s j , then our objective is defined as:
The constraint j a ij ≤ 1, warrants that one distributional dimension is aligned to at most one linguistic dimension. The total correlation between two matrices QVEC is our intrinsic evaluation measure of a set of word vectors relative to a set of linguistic properties.
The QVEC's underlying hypothesis is that dimensions in distributional vectors correspond to linguistic properties of words. It is motivated, among others, by the effectiveness of word vectors in linear models implying that linear combinations of features (vector dimensions) produce relevant, salient content. Via the alignments a ij we obtain labels on dimensions in the distributional word vectors. The magnitude of the correlation r(x i , s j ) corresponds to the annotation confidence: the higher the correlation, the more salient the linguistic content of the dimension. Clearly, dimensions in the linguistic matrix S do not capture every possible linguistic property, and low correlations often correspond to the missing information in the linguistic matrix. Thus, QVEC is a recall-oriented measure: highly-correlated alignments provide evaluation and annotation of vector dimensions, and missing information or noisy dimensions do not significantly affect the score since the correlations are low.
Experimental Setup

Word Vector Models
To test the QVEC, we select a diverse suite of popular/state-of-the-art word vector models. All vectors are trained on 1 billion tokens (213,093 types) of English Wikipedia corpus with vector dimensionality 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000.
CBOW and Skip-Gram (SG). The WORD2VEC tool (Mikolov et al., 2013 ) is fast and widely-used. In the SG model, each word's Huffman code is used as an input to a log-linear classifier with a continuous projection layer and words within a given context window are predicted. In the CBOW model a word is predicted given the context words. 3
CWindow and Structured Skip-Gram (SSG). Ling et al. (2015b) propose a syntactic modification to the WORD2VEC models that accounts for word order information, obtaining state-of-the-art performance in syntactic downstream tasks. 4 CBOW with Attention (Attention). Ling et al. (2015a) further improve the WORD2VEC CBOW model by employing an attention model which finds, within the contextual words, the words that are relevant for each prediction. These vectors have been shown to benefit both semantically and syntactically oriented tasks.
GloVe. Global vectors for word representations (Pennington et al., 2014) are trained on aggregated global word-word co-occurrence statistics from a corpus, and the resulting representations show interesting linear substructures of the vector space. 5
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). We construct word-word co-occurrence matrix X; every element in the matrix is the pointwise mutual information between the two words (Church and Hanks, 1990) . Then, truncated singular value decomposition is applied to factorize X, where we keep the k largest singular values. Low dimensional word vectors of dimension k are obtained from U k where X ≈ U k ΣV k T (Landauer and Dumais, 1997).
GloVe+WN, GloVe+PPDB, LSA+WN, LSA+PPDB. We use retrofitting as a post-processing step to enrich GloVe and LSA vectors with semantic information from WordNet and Paraphrase database (PPDB) (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) . 6
Semantic Evaluation Benchmarks
We compare the QVEC to six standard extrinsic semantic tasks for evaluating word vectors; we now briefly describe the tasks.
Word Similarity. We use three different benchmarks to measure word similarity. The first one is the WS-353 dataset (Finkelstein et al., 2001) , which contains 353 pairs of English words that have been assigned similarity ratings by humans. The second is the MEN dataset (Bruni et al., 2012 ) of 3,000 words pairs sampled from words that occur at least 700 times in a large web corpus. The third dataset is SimLex-999 (Hill et al., 2014) which has been constructed to overcome the shortcomings of WS-353 and contains 999 pairs of adjectives, nouns and verbs. Word similarity is computed using cosine similarity between two words and the performance of word vectors is computed by Spearman's rank correlation between the rankings produced by vector model against the human rankings. 7 Text Classification. We consider four binary categorization tasks from the 20 Newsgroups (20NG) dataset. 8 Each task involves categorizing a document according to two related categories with training/dev/test split in accordance with Yogatama and Smith (2014) . For example, a classification task is between two categories of Sports: baseball vs hockey. We report the average classification accuracy across the four tasks. Our next downstream semantic task is the sentiment analysis task (Senti) (Socher et al., 2013) which is a binary classification task between positive and negative movie reviews using the standard training/dev/test split and report accuracy on the test set. In both cases, we use the average of the word vectors of words in a document (and sentence, respectively) and use them as features in an 2 -regularized logistic regression classifier. Finally, we evaluate vectors on the metaphor detection (Metaphor) (Tsvetkov et al., 2014a) . 9 The system uses word vectors as features in a random forest classifier to label adjective-noun pairs as literal/metaphoric. We report the system accuracy in 5-fold cross validation.
Results
To test the efficiency of QVEC in capturing the semantic content of word vectors, we evaluate how well QVEC's scores correspond to the scores of word vector models on semantic benchmarks. We compute the Pearson's correlation coefficient r to quantify the linear relationship between the scorings. We begin with comparison of QVEC with one extrinsic task-Senti-evaluating 300-dimensional vectors. Table 2 : Intrinsic (QVEC) and extrinsic scores of the 300-dimensional vectors trained using different word vector models and evaluated on the Senti task. Pearson's correlation between the intrinsic and extrinsic scores is r = 0.87.
Model
As we show in table 2, the Pearson's correlation between the intrinsic and extrinsic scores is r = 0.87. To account for variance in WORD2VEC representations (due to their random initialization and negative sampling strategies, the representations are different for each run of the model), and to compare QVEC to a larger set of vectors, we now train three versions of vector sets per model. This results in 21 word vector sets: three vector sets per five WORD2VEC models plus GloVe, LSA, and retrofitting vectors shown in table 2. The Pearson's correlation computed on the extended set of comparison points (in the same experimental setup as in table 2) is r = 0.88. In the rest of this section we report results on the extended suite of word vectors.
We now extend the table 2 results, and show correlations between the QVEC and extrinsic scores 9 https://github.com/ytsvetko/metaphor across all benchmarks for 300-dimensional vectors. Table 3 summarizes the results. The QVEC obtains high positive correlation with all the semantic tasks. Table 4 shows, for the same 300-dimensional vectors, that QVEC's correlation with the downstream text classification tasks is on par with or higher than the correlation between the word similarity and text classification tasks. Higher correlating methods-in our experiments, QVEC and MEN-are better predictors of quality in downstream tasks. Next, we measure correlations of QVEC with the extrinsic tasks across word vector models with different dimensionality. The results are shown in figure 2. To summarize, we observe high positive correlation between QVEC and the downstream tasks, consistent across the tasks and across different models with vectors of different dimensionalities.
20NG Metaphor
Since QVEC favors recall over precision, larger numbers of dimensions will ceteris paribus result in higher scores-but not necessarily higher correlations with downstream tasks. We therefore impose the restriction that QVEC only be used to compare vectors of the same size, but we now show that its correlation with downstream tasks is stable, conditional on the size of the vectors being compared. We aggregate rankings by individual Table 5 : Spearman's rank-order correlation between the QVEC ranking of the word vector models and the ranking produced by (1) the Senti task, or (2) the aggregated ranking of all tasks (All). We rank separately models of vectors of different dimensionality (table columns) .
downstream tasks into a global ranking using the Kemeny-Young rank aggregation algorithm, for each dimension separately (Kemeny, 1959) . The algorithm finds a ranking which minimizes pairwise disagreement of individual rankers. Table 5 shows Spearman's rank correlation between the rankings produced by the QVEC and the Senti task/the aggregated ranking. For example, ranking of 300-dimensional models produced by Senti is {SSG, CBOW, SG, Attention, GloVe+PPDB, GloVe+WN, GloVe, LSA+WN, LSA+PPDB, LSA, CWindow}, and the QVEC's ranking is {GloVe+WN, Attention, SSG, CBOW, GloVe+PPDB, SG, GloVe, LSA+WN, LSA+PPDB, CWindow, LSA}. The Spearman's ρ between the two rankings is 0.78. We note, however, that there is a considerable variation between rankings across all models and across all dimensions, for example the SimLex ranking produced for the same 300-dimensional vectors is {GloVe+PPDB, GloVe+WN, SG, LSA+PPDB, SSG, CBOW, Attention, CWindow, LSA+WN, GloVe, LSA}, and ρ(Senti, SimLex) = 0.46. In a recent related study, Schnabel et al. (2015) also observe that existing word similarity and text categorization evaluations yield different orderings of word vector models. This task-specifity of rankings emphasizes the deficiency of evaluating word vector models solely on downstream tasks, and the need of a standardized intrinsic evaluation approach that quantifies linguistic content of word vectors.
Future Work
Aligning dimensions of linguistic and distributional vectors enables projection of linguistic annotations via the alignments, and thereby facilitates qualitative analysis of individual dimensions in distributional vectors. Albeit noisy, we find correspondence between the projected labels of distributional columns and the column content. For example, in the 50-dimensional SG model top-10 ranked words in a dimension aligned to NOUN.BODY with r=0.26 are amputated, sprained, palsy, semenya, lacerations, genital, cervical, concussion, congenital, abdominal. This interesting by-product of our method will be addressed in future work. While we experiment with linguistic vectors capturing semantic concepts, our methodology is generally applicable to other linguistic resources . For example, partof-speech annotations extracted from a treebank would yield linguistic vectors capturing syntactic content of vectors. Thus, QVEC can be used as a task-specific evaluator; we will investigate this in future work.
A useful property of supersenses (features in our linguistic vectors) is that they are stable across languages (Schneider et al., 2013; Tsvetkov et al., 2014b) . Cross-lingual vector evaluation and evaluation of multilingual word vectors with QVEC is thus an additional promising research avenue.
Conclusion
We propose a method for intrinsic evaluation of word vectors which shows strong relationship-both linear and monotonic-with the scores/rankings produced by the downstream tasks.
